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RECORD OF A CONVERSATION
with R. Berthold*, Counsellor of the GDR Embassy in Hanoi
18 February 1971

I visited R. Berthold on a return protocol visit.
The following from the conversation with the counsellor deserves to be noted:
1. Some days ago in accordance with instructions GDR Ambassador Cde. Willerding asked for a conversation with Cde. Le Duan in order to present him with a letter of Cde. W. Ulbricht in which SED CC proposals about stepping up inter-Party ties are presented. The German friends, in the words of the counsellor, proposed to exchange a number of Party delegations, invited DRV leaders to vacation and treatment, and also [invited] a VWP CC delegation headed by Cde. Le Duan to the next SED Congress, which will be held in June of this year. Cde. Le Duan could not receive the ambassador due to the press of work. The conversation was held with Cde. Nguyen Duy Trinh.
2. In a telegram received from Berlin it was reported that some days ago the DRV ambassador in Peking had visited the GDR chargé in China and reported that the VWP CC Politburo was extremely worried about rumors which had been spread and official statements in the US about the possible use of nuclear weapons in South Vietnam. The Chinese press had also devoted several articles to this question.

* Before arrival in Hanoi R. Berthold worked in the GDR MFA. He was chief of the China sector. He knows Chinese and Russian well. He gives the impression of a well-trained diplomat.

The Vietnamese ambassador, in the words of the counsellor, allegedly asked the chargé what the almost simultaneous spreading of rumors in the US and China might mean about the possibility of the use of tactical nuclear weapons, was there was any connection here?
The GDR Embassy in Hanoi, as the counsellor said, maintains the opinion that the Americans, in brandishing razmakhivaya atomic weapons, would like to show the Chinese and the Vietnamese that any activity of theirs in South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos might run into serious resistance and be doomed to failure. At the same time the Germans do not exclude the possibility that with the commotion about an atomic threat Peking also would like make some from the Vietnamese leadership more servile to Peking and to also achieve a further strengthening of their influence on the Indochinese peninsula [Translator’s note: the last sentence was highlighted in the left margin].
I noted that such a way of thinking is not excluded, however Peking, which in recent days has markedly stressed attention on the fact that with its 700 million people China is a powerful rear area of the three Indochinese countries, and that it fulfills its international duty with respect to Vietnam, [while] far from actually fulfilling its promises. Most likely, in keeping up the hype about nuclear weapons, Peking is pursuing an incendiary goal, and striving to pour oil on the fire and complicate the situation in Indochina.

I informed the counsellor that the CPSU CC has invited a VWP CC delegation, and also delegations of the NFOYuV [National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam] and the NRP [Popular Revolutionary Parties] of Cambodia and Laos to the 24th CPSU Congress.

The assignment with respect to the VWP was accomplished by Ambassador Cde. I. S. Shcherbakov in a conversation with Cde. Nguyen Din Trinh. In connection with his great workload, as stated by the Vietnamese, Cde. Le Duan did not receive the Ambassador concerning this question.
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